Extent of lateralization at large interaural time differences in simulated electric hearing and bilateral cochlear implant users.
Normal-hearing (NH) listeners are able to localize sound sources with extraordinary accuracy through interaural cues, most importantly interaural time differences (ITDs) in the temporal fine structure. Bilateral cochlear implant (CI) users are also able to localize sound sources, yet generally at lower accuracy than NH listeners. The gap in performance can in part be attributed to current CI systems not faithfully transmitting interaural cues, especially ITDs. With the introduction of binaurally linked CI systems, the presentation of ITD cues for bilateral CI users is foreseeable. The current study therefore investigated extent-of-lateralization percepts elicited in bilateral CI listeners when presented with single-electrode pulse-trains carrying controlled ITD cues. The results were compared against NH listeners listening to broadband stimuli as well as simulations of CI listening. Broadband stimuli in NH listeners were perceived as fully lateralized within the natural ITD range. Using simulated as well as real CI stimuli, however, only a fraction of the full extent of lateralization range was covered by natural ITDs. The maximum extent of lateralization was reached at ITDs as large as twice the natural limit. The results suggest that ITD-enhancement might be a viable option for improving localization abilities with future binaural CI systems.